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Forage Fact # 5

Improving Your Manure
Context For This Factsheet
This forage fact is part of the project for Improving
Productivity & Profitability of Forages. It provides a
brief summary of a demonstration with Stan Smithard.
In this forage fact we will examine what impact Stan
experienced from turning his manure piles and what
quantifiable changes were observed in his pasture
throughout the project.
Stan and Shirley farm just off the Braden Road north
of the Kiskatinaw River. Their home is located along
the top of a ridge and the fields that were examined
slope noticeably to the west. His subsoil is clay
dominated and due to the field slope and soil texture,
there are issues retaining enough water for plant
growth in dry years.

Previous PRFA Work on Manure Composting
The most recent factsheet on manure, Forage Fact #
102, discusses in depth some of the physical and
chemical changes that occur within manure from the
composting process. It noted that turning manure
even a small number of times can vastly increases
the quality of the manure for spreading and how
manure can have important benefits on the amount of
organic matter in the soil, soil structure, soil friability,
soil structure, and water holding capacity.
Some of the previous work with manure by the PRFA
has also been summarized in Forage Fact # 50
(which looks at specialized equipment that can be
used to make manure turning and spreading easier
and more effective), Forage Fact # 49 (which provides
a cost comparison of spreading uncomposted vs.
composted manure), and Forage Facts # 47 and 43
(which look at processes and factors to monitor when
composting manure to get the best results). Additional
factsheets can be found in the sidebar on this page.

Stan Smithard’s Questions ?
 Can on-farm nutrients in manure be captured

more in better pasture growth?

 Was there less manure to spread after turning the

piles over the summer?

 Are there advantages or disadvantages to com-

posting the manure piles before spreading them?

Stan used to make large
manure piles, but after learning
about turning & aerating, he
now makes smaller piles.

Horizontal beater manure
spreader (above) & vertical
beater manure spreader

(below).
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Winter Feeding Images:
The photos below were taken
with a drone owned by Stan’s
brother in the spring of 2017,
after winter feeding on the
field.
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Demo Plot Layout
The air photo image bellows illustrates the location of the corrals, manure /
compost piles and the pasture to be improved on by managing farm nutrients.
N
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Manure spreading area (top) &
winter feeding area (bottom).
Drone photo taken looking
North from first benchmarks.
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Older & recent winter feeding
area, photo taken looking
South from middle of field.
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Sandra & Albert calibrating rate
of manure spread in fall, 2017.

Legend
Benchmark
Manure Spreading
Winter Feeding
Manure Piles

What Cooperator Did

What Forage Contractors Did

There were 4 main phases of the project tasks
for each of 3 seasons:
1. Manure piles were turned 1 to 3 times
depending on the weather and how wet they
were (spring & summer).
2. Composted manure piles were spread with
two different kinds of manure spreaders, i.e.
horizontal beaters compared with vertical
beaters (late fall).
3. Bales were spread onto the poorest knolls for
winter feeding (winter).
4. Forage response from the previous seasons
activities was monitored (spring or fall).

There were 4 main focus areas in
terms of monitoring:
1. Manure was sampled to
monitor differences from raw to
semi composted, and to
compare ages of manure.
2. Rates of spreading manure/
compost were calibrated.
3. The forage response was
measured.
4. Soil quality was measured
before & after 2 seasons of
improved handling practices.
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“Our fields were
much healthier
at the end
of this project,
& much better set up now
if we want to
re-establish
healthy forages.”
Stan Smithard

The area where the composted manure was spread was greener & more advanced (right side)
than the rest of the field (left side). This difference showed up for 2 years after it was spread.

Impact of Turning Manure Piles

Improving Soil Water & Infiltration

Stan and Shirley keep their cattle in a corral near their home
during late winter and spring calving for 6 to 8 weeks. Stan
cleans out these corrals in the spring and spreads the
manure in the fall, depending on the availability of equipment
and weather. Over the last few years, the amount of manure
that needs to be spread is decreasing because their herd
size has been reduced. Also they are feeding their cattle
during the winter out on their fields for more days a year.

Stan’s practices appear to be increasing the rate
at which water can infiltrate in his fields. This has
the advantage of potentially reducing runoff,
ponding and erosion potential in wet years. In dry
years, a higher infiltration rate will allow more
water to enter the soil every time it rains. This
provides an opportunity to capture more of the
water that falls within the rooting zone of plants
when rain occurs. See Forage Fact # 107 for a
breakdown of how water enters and is stored
within the soil. This is likely caused by Stan’s
management practices that have increased the
organic matter in the soil. Soil organic matter can
act similar to a sponge to absorb and hold water
at the top of the soil.

By turning his manure pile 2 to 3 times a year, Stan was able
to reduce the size of his manure pile by 4 to 5 loads (or
about 20%) in 2017 and 2018. At commercial rates the
annual task of spreading the manure would cost $3450, so
his savings would be $690. This more than covered his
incremental tractor and labor costs to turn the piles twice of
$400. Plus there is the additional benefit of spreading compost or topsoil rather than manure on his hay/ pasture fields.
As discussed in Forage Fact #102 there are additional
benefits to turning and aerating your manure piles including:
 improving the ease of handling
 improving the quality and availability of the nutrients being
applied. (see photo above illustrating this).
 Increased hay & grazing yields (see Table 1 below).

Table 1: Hay & Grazing Yields & Value
Description

2016

2017

2018

2019

2

2

3

4

Hay yields (Tons/ ac)

0.6

1.9

-

1.6

Value of Hay ($/ ac) 2

$48

$152

-

$128

# years manure/compost spread 1

Grazing (cow-calf pair days)

26 x 35 25 x 150

Grazing ac in paddock

20

60

Grazing (cow-calf pair days /ac)

45.5

62.5

Value of Grazing ($/ac) 3

$46

$62

$46/ac

$190/ac

Total Value of Improved Practice

$48/ac

$152/ac

Notes: 1 this means the # of applications before these yields were recorded.
2 Value of hay based on $0.04/ lb. 3Value of grazing based on $1/ cow-calf day

Table 2: Changes in Soil Organic Matter & Infiltration
Rates at Two Benchmarks from 2017 to 2019
Year

2017

2019

2017

2019

Benchmark

445

445

446

446

Description

Starting point

Organic Matter %

7.2

12.2

9.2

16.6

Infiltration Rate (in/hr)

1.3

13.3

1.9

40.0

Clover plowdown

Stan’s practices have shown a large increase in
soil organic matter within the last few years in the
top 6 inches of his soil (see table above). As
discussed in Forage Fact # 107, a 1% increase in
soil organic matter is roughly equivalent to an
extra 0.2 inch per foot of soil of water holding
capacity. So by increasing the soil organic matter
in his topsoil by 5 to 7 % he has also increased
the amount of water that that soil can hold by
about an inch per foot of soil. Water holding
capacities of Peace region soils are often only 2 to
4 in/ft in total so this is a significant change. This
extra water held in the soil, could give plants the
buffer they need between rainfalls, to keep them
from reaching permanent wilting point.
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Agriculture
Environmental
Regulation Change
Provincial regulations around
manure have changed in British Columbia. The Agriculture
Waste Control Regulation has
been replaced by the Agricultural Environmental Codes of
Practice (AEMCoP). There are
new rules in place for farming
operations of all sizes that
collect manure, store manure
in piles between years, always
store manure piles in the same
place, sell manure, or spread
manure. For more information
you can consult the links in the
box below.

Aaron’s Message

Stan’s Message

From a District Ag’s viewpoint, consider managing
your manure differently
because:
 Spreading manure is a
form of fertilizing; there
are now requirements to
periodically test soil
within fertilized fields.
 If you plan on storing
your manure through
multiple seasons, you
will need to follow the
new regulations.
 Records need to be kept
including when & where
you spread as well as
the rate. There are additional notes to keep if
you buy or sell manure.

From a rancher’s viewpoint consider managing
your manure differently
because you can:
 Increase your yields in
either hay or grazing
days.
 Have a cleaner yard &
corrals.
 Spread a product that is
more topsoil like & easy
to spread. This can be
accomplished even by
just turning your pile a
couple of times each
season.
 Gain more benefits with
the higher the number of
turns to your manure
piles.

The regulation: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/
waste-management/industrial-waste/agriculture
Summary from the BC Agriculture Council: https://bcac.ca/
aemcop/
Summary from the BC Cattlemen: https://www.cattlemen.bc.ca/
docs/aemcop_summary_handout_final.pdf
Webinar from the BC Cattlemen: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2Ciic9s-ez4t
There are potentially funds to assist with improved manure
handling, nutrient management plans, soil sampling or relocating
piles/ storage areas. For ideas & more help call: Kari Bondaroff
Environmental Farm Planner, Telephone: 250 467 3918

Aaron Mackay & Stan
Smithard discuss the pros &
cons of improved manure
handling & composting.

Key Points & Revisiting Stan’s Questions
1. Yes, on-farm nutrients from raw or composted
manure can be better captured in better growth/
yields of hay and pasture. This can be done just by
turning (and thus aerating) the piles a couple of
times. Nutrients are in a form more quickly available
for early spring growth.
2. By turning the manure piles, there was less moisture
and manure to spread and thus a savings.
3. By turning the manure piles, the material was easier
to handle and spread more evenly.
4. There are definitely economic advantages to turning
or composting the manure piles before spreading
them. However, labor or equipment availability may
need to be considered.

Compiled by: Sandra Burton, Stan Smithard & Aaron Mackay in December 2019.
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